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SMART TOOLINGŽ
STARTS HERE!

WORK
SMARTER

SMART TOOLINGŽ
STARTS HERE!

not just harder

WILA introduces the Smart Tooling App (Android and iOS) for the tool management of press brake tooling.
The Smart Tooling App is part of the WILA Smart Tooling Concept: from easy and fast data entry to
simplified inventory management and Bluetooth synchronization with the press brake control.

GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH WILA

SMART TOOLING APP
WILA introduces a smartphone app which offers tool management for

All WILA New Standard Premium tools have a unique DM-code. With

press brake tools. The Smart Tooling App allows WILA customers to

the WILA Smart Tooling App you can scan all tools at once, using the

experience the advantages of digitalization and data connectivity:

DM-code on the box or scan each tool separately. After scanning the

access to tool data anytime, anywhere; major time savings; error-free

DM-code you have immediate access to the tool’s specifications and

tool data entry and simplified stock management.

the correct tool data files for your press brake control. Share this tool
data directly to your cloud and add the tool files to your press brake
control!
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SMART CLAMPING SYSTEM WITH BLUETOOTH
The Smart Tooling concept contains a lot more than just the Smart

The WILA Smart Tooling concept adopts a step by step approach to

Tooling app. A Bluetooth module will be integrated in our TIPS* smart

take press brake tool management to Industry 4.0 standard.

clamping systems. With this TIPS clamping system you can scan and
add your TIPS system with the Smart Tooling app via the Bluetooth

Take the first step by downloading the WILA Smart Tooling App!

connection for full integration with your tool data. Afterwards you can
synchronize the tool data in real time to your press brake control via

*TIPS = Tooling Identification and Positioning system

the Bluetooth connection in the clamping system, saving valuable
production time.

NEXT STEPS…
To further enrich the Smart Tooling Concept it will be expanded
with additional features and functions. The built-in electronics in
the clamping system and tooling will serve as a platform for
data communication. This platform can be seen as an enabling
platform for new applications that requires a data infrastructure
from tooling and clamping system towards the press brake.
Big data analysis will help to further optimize the overall bending
process in the future.

“Inputting and sharing tooling information can be a
time-consuming manual process. WILA has the solution!
Download the WILA Smart Tooling app and scan, share and
synchronize all tooling information with the press brake
control in the blink of an eye”.
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WILA.
THE PRESS BRAKE
PRODUCTIVITY PEOPLE.
WILA is totally focused on providing a line of products and support
systems to maximize the productivity of your press brakes. For over
85 years, WILA has specialized in Clamping Systems, Crowning Systems
and Tooling and Accessories to reduce set-up time and improve accuracy
of the press brake. Through strong partnerships with the world’s leading
press brake manufacturers, an extensive and trained dealer network,
long experienced regional managers, dedicated application support and
engineering staff, WILA is always close at hand to support your needs.

WILA B.V.
P.O. box 60
NL-7240 AB Lochem
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0)573 28 98 00
Phone sales: +31 (0)573 28 98 50
E-mail: info@wila.nl
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ORDER OUR TOOLING ONLINE
Get prices, delivery times and place quotes
and orders in just a few clicks using Webshop.
webshop.wila.nl

